The Annual Fall Conference of the Pappas Patristic Institute
Children and Family in the Patristic Tradition
October 13-15, 2011
at Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology
Brookline, Massachusetts

Thursday, October 13, 2011

3:00 PM - 7:00 PM Registration: Lobby of the Mailiotis Cultural Center

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM Vespers: Chapel

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM Dinner: Condakes Refectory

7:00 PM - 7:30 PM Opening Reception: Lobby of the Mailiotis Cultural Center

7:30 PM - 7:45 PM Opening Remarks: Welcome and Opening Remarks, Maliotis Right Wing

7:45 PM - 9:00 PM Plenary Session: 1, Maliotis Right Wing

Cornelia B. Horn, Saint Louis University
Children and Family in the Patristic Period: Past, Present, and Future Perspectives
Moderator: Dr. Susan R. Holman, Independent Scholar, Pappas Patristic Institute Board

Friday, October 14, 2011

8:00 AM - 8:30 AM Matins: Chapel
Friday, October 14, 2011

8:30 AM - 9:10 AM  Breakfast: Condakes Refectory

9:10 AM - 9:25 AM  Announcements: Maliotis Right Wing

9:25 AM - 10:40 AM  Plenary Session: 2, Maliotis Right Wing

   Dr. Candida Moss, University of Notre Dame
   The Abandonment of Family Saying in the Synoptic Gospels and its Reception in Early
   Christian Martyrdom Stories

10:40 AM - 11:10 AM  Break: Maliotis Lobby

11:10 AM - 11:50 AM  Short Communication: 1

   Maria Doerfler, Duke University  Maliotis - Right Wing
   The Death of Children and the Legacy of the Cappadocians in Syriac Christian Thought

   Dr. Ann Bezzerides, Office of Vocation and Ministry, Hellenic College  Maliotis - Left Wing
   "Rejoice and Leap with Pleasure:" the Function of Biblical Storytelling for Christian
   Parenting in St. John Chrysostom

11:55 AM - 12:35 PM  Short Communication: 2

   Dr. Alberto Ferreiro, Seattle Pacific University  Maliotis - Right Wing
   The Catechetical Role of Children in the Sermons of Caesarius of Arles

   Carrie Frederick Frost, University of Virginia  Maliotis - Left Wing
   Formed by a Mother’s Prayer: Prayer, Pregnancy, and Motherhood in John
   Chrysostom’s Homilies on Hannah

12:35 PM - 1:50 PM  Lunch: Free time; Bookstore and Library open

1:50 PM - 3:05 PM  Plenary Session: 3, Maliotis Right Wing

   Dr. David G. Hunter, University of Kentucky
   The Household of God: The Family and Christianization in the Early Church

3:05 PM - 3:35 PM  Break: Maliotis Lobby

3:35 PM - 4:15 PM  Short Communication: 3

   Linda Fuchs, Chesteron House  Maliotis - Right Wing
   Mother as Teacher of the Sincere Milk of the Word: A Child’s Loculus Plaque in the
   Centrale Montemartini at Rome

   David Goodin, McGill University  Maliotis - Left Wing
   Marriage and Children in the Cosmological thought of Gregory Nazianzos
Friday, October 14, 2011

4:20 PM - 5:00 PM  Short Communication: 4
   Sandy Haney, Temple University          Maliotis - Right Wing
   Raising Godly Girls through Letters, Mosaics, and Dolls: The Intersection of Material Culture and Text
   Dr. Paul Hartog, Faith Baptist Theological Seminary          Maliotis - Left Wing
   Making Peace with Παῖς: ‘Child’ Imagery in Clement of Alexandria

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM  Vespers: Chapel

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM  Dinner: Condakes Refectory

7:15 PM - 8:30 PM  Plenary Session: 4, Maliotis Right Wing
   Professor Véronique Dasen, University of Fribourg
   Picturing the child and the family in the Roman Period

Saturday, October 15, 2011

8:30 AM - 9:10 AM  Breakfast: Continental Breakfast Maliotis Lobby

9:10 AM - 9:25 AM  Announcements: Maliotis Right Wing

9:25 AM - 10:40 AM  Plenary Session: 5, Maliotis Right Wing
   Dr. John W. Martens, University of St. Thomas
   "Do Not Sexually Abuse Children": The Language of Sexual Ethics in the Early Church

10:40 AM - 11:10 AM  Break: Maliotis Lobby

11:10 AM - 11:50 AM  Short Communication: 5
   Dr. Görge Hasselhoff, Ruhr-Universität Bochum          Maliotis - Right Wing
   Jerome on Education: Biblical, Roman, or both?
   Jennifer Haddad Mosher, Independent Scholar          Maliotis - Right Wing
   Christ Child: Human Childhood in Christological Focus

11:55 AM - 12:35 PM  Short Communication: 6
   Daniel Napier, Bibljski Institut, Zagreb, Croatia          Maliotis - Right Wing
   Christianizing Commendatio and Perversio: Augustine’s Theology of Infancy and Childhood in its Late Ancient Philosophical Context
   John Penniman, Fordham University          Maliotis - Left Wing
   “Adorned by the Fountains of Good Doctrines”: Breastfeeding as Metaphor for the Transmission of Teaching Authority in Nyssa’s Homilies on the Song of Songs
Saturday, October 15, 2011

12:35 PM - 1:50 PM  Lunch: Condakes Refectory

1:50 PM - 2:30 PM  Short Communication: 7
Jeanne-Nicole Saint-Laurent, St. Michael’s College, Colchester, VT  Maliotis - Right Wing
   Saints of the household in the Syriac-speaking Milieu
Ute Possekel, Gordon College  Maliotis - Left Wing
   ‘Children of God’ in Clement of Alexandria

2:35 PM - 3:50 PM  Plenary Session: 6, Maliotis Right Wing
Mark Tarpley, Southern Methodist University
   "Give Your Child the Trinity:” Parenting and the Formation of the Child in the Thought of St. Gregory of Nazianzus

3:50 PM - 4:20 PM  Break:

4:20 PM - 5:00 PM  Short Communication: 8
Ian H. Henderson, McGill University  Maliotis - Right Wing
   The Child and the Human in Mark’s Gospel

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM  Vespers: Chapel

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM  Dinner: Condakes Refectory